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ABSTRACT: We present a wafer-scale array of resonant coaxial
nanoapertures as a practical platform for surface-enhanced infrared
absorption spectroscopy (SEIRA). Coaxial nanoapertures with
sub-10 nm gaps are fabricated via photolithography, atomic layer
deposition of a sacrificial Al2O3 layer to define the nanogaps, and
planarization via glancing-angle ion milling. At the zeroth-order
Fabry-Peŕot resonance condition, our coaxial apertures act as a
“zero-mode resonator (ZMR)”, efficiently funneling as much as
34% of incident infrared (IR) light along 10 nm annular gaps. After
removing Al2O3 in the gaps and inserting silk protein, we can
couple the intense optical fields of the annular nanogap into the
vibrational modes of protein molecules. From 7 nm gap ZMR devices coated with a 5 nm thick silk protein film, we observe high-
contrast IR absorbance signals drastically suppressing 58% of the transmitted light and infer a strong IR absorption enhancement
factor of 104∼105. These single nanometer gap ZMR devices can be mass-produced via batch processing and offer promising
routes for broad applications of SEIRA.

KEYWORDS: Coaxial aperture, atomic layer lithography, surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA), silk protein,
extraordinary optical transmission, nanogap

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy has played an important role in
various fields of research for nondestructive, label-free

detection and identification of specimens via their characteristic
IR absorption fingerprints.1 However, the small absorption
cross sections of molecular vibrations cannot be coupled
efficiently to long-wavelength mid-IR radiation, resulting in
weak mid-IR absorption signals. The problem is compounded
for probing a thin layer of surface-adsorbed molecules such as
self-assembled monolayers and biomembranes with mid-IR
absorption spectroscopy. One powerful technique to address
this challenge is surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)
spectroscopy,2−9 which can boost IR absorption of molecules in
the vicinity of the metal surface by coupling molecular
transitions with tightly confined optical near-fields of surface
plasmons,10,11 density fluctuations of conduction electrons in
metals. Similar to the development in the field of surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),12,13 SEIRA was discovered
using roughened metal films,2 followed by developments of
engineered metallic substrates in particular resonant nano-
antennas to efficiently capture mid-IR radiation.9,14 Various
geometries have been used for resonant SEIRA such as gold
nanorods,6,8,15 split-ring resonators,16 antennas on a mirror,17,18

and nanogap antennas.19−21 These technological advances have
enabled antenna structures with SEIRA enhancement factors
(EF) in the range of 104∼107.19−21
While a large fraction of SEIRA research has focused on

nanorod antennas, subwavelength apertures in metal films have
also shown great promise. Recent work compared the SEIRA
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performance of two complementary structures−gold nanorod
and nanoslit.22 In a nanorod antenna, electromagnetic hotspots
exist at the sharp tips, thus only a small number of analyte
molecules near the tips contribute to IR absorption, and
molecules on the long sidewalls of the nanorod are not
efficiently utilized. For that reason, the absolute absorption
signal in nanorod antennas is typically only a few percent or less
even though the EF inferred from tip enhancement is very high
(>104). On the other hand, in a nanoslit (or nanogap) structure
the hot spot is more uniformly distributed along the sidewalls
of the slit, leading to stronger overall absorption. Another major
difference between them is the degree of field confinement.
Typically, mid-IR nanorod antennas exhibit relatively weaker
field confinement and larger mode volumes compared with
visible-frequency plasmonic resonators.23 In contrast, the
confinement and field enhancement of mid-IR light in a
nanogap can improve as its width is decreased even to the
single-digit nanometer scale. Indeed, analogous to SERS,24−27

the largest SEIRA enhancements have been observed from
resonant metallic nanogap structures.21 The key technical
challenge to harness SEIRA in the nanogap geometry is to
produce long and ultranarrow gaps and densely pack them over
a large area. To this end, many researchers have investigated
methods for fabricating IR-resonant nanogap structures via
electron-beam lithography,19 stencil lithography,28 nanosphere
lithography,29 and thin-film deposition,21,30−32 among others.
Our approach is based on a technique called atomic layer

lithography,33−35 which has shown the potential to mass-
produce resonant single-nanometer gaps. To define ultrasmall
gaps with high throughput and precision, this technique
leverages Angstrom-scale thickness resolution of atomic layer
deposition (ALD) to create narrow (down to 1 nm) and long
(up to a few centimeters) slits. This method was initially used
to create coaxial apertures for SERS applications.33 Variations
of this scheme using adhesive tape34 and glancing-angle ion
milling35 have been used to create coaxial apertures of
diameters ranging from ∼100 nm to 50 μm suitable for NIR,

MIR, and THz applications. Using this concept, many groups
have demonstrated high-throughput production of sub-10 nm
gaps, including nanoring cavities,33−37 long slits for spectros-
copies,20,38,39 and electrically addressable nanogaps.40,41 Here
we apply this technique to manufacture high-performance
SEIRA substrates. As shown previously, the atomic layer
lithography process naturally produces annular nanogaps,33−37

also known as coaxial apertures. A coaxial aperture with
submicron-sized diameter and sub-10 nm gap typically exhibits
its lowest (zeroth) order Fabry-Peŕot (FP) resonance in the
MIR regime, making this device, coaxial zero-mode resonator
(ZMR), highly effective for resonant SEIRA sensing. We
demonstrate wafer-scale production of coaxial ZMR arrays with
sub-10 nm gaps. By tuning the zero-mode resonances of each
coaxial aperture to enable efficient coupling of IR light and
vibrational modes of protein molecules in the gap, we obtain
unusually intense IR absorbance signals.
For high-throughput batch fabrication, we use a 4 in.

undoped (100) silicon wafer as a substrate, which has ∼50%
transmission in our target mid-IR regime for SEIRA (5−10 μm
wavelength) and is compatible with many wafer-scale
production tools. For SEIRA sensing of protein absorption
bands, the desired diameter of each coaxial aperture is
approximately 700 nm, thus the base gold disk patterns can
be simply produced over the whole wafer via photolithography
(Canon 2500 i3 i-line stepper), electron-beam evaporation of
gold (150 nm thickness), and lift-off (Figure 1e). Next, the
critical dimension of the coaxial ZMR, gap width, is defined by
a conformal coating of Al2O3 on the gold disk structures via
ALD, followed by a second gold sputtering step to produce
metal−insulator−metal cavities (Figure 1a). Glancing-angle ion
milling shaves the top gold layer to expose Al2O3-filled
nanogaps (Figure 1b). Al2O3 films inside annular nanogaps
along the contours of gold disks are removed using a H3PO4-
based etchant (Figure 1c). Empty metallic nanogaps are then
backfilled with silk fibroin (Figure 1d).

Figure 1. Process flow to mass-produce ZMR chips consisting of coaxial nanoapertures with either 7 or 10 nm gaps. (a) First, the Au disk arrays are
patterned on an entire 4 in. Si wafer via photolithography, followed by metal evaporation and lift-off. An Al2O3 film is then conformally coated on the
patterned Au disk array using ALD. The second Au film is sputtered on top of the Al2O3-coated Au disk array. (b) Glancing-angle ion milling shaves
and polishes the top metal layer, exposing Al2O3-filled nanorings. (c) The Al2O3 layer inside the nanogap is eliminated using H3PO4 etchant and the
resulting metallic nanogap becomes accessible to the outside. (d) The metallic nanogap is filled with silk fibroin by spin-coating. (e) Photograph of
ZMR sensor arrays on a 4 in. silicon wafer. The 4 in. silicon wafer incudes 157 dies. (f) Photograph of 20 arrays of resonant coaxial nanoapertures per
die can cover the spectral range of 5−10 μm. Each array is 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm in size (∼200,000 rings/array). (g) SEM image of a dense coaxial
nanoaperture array with 10 nm gaps. Scale bars: (f) 1 mm, (g) 2 μm.
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The architecture of our ZMR sensor chip is shown in Figure
1f. A stepper is used to print 157 dies on a 4 in. silicon wafer.
Each die (a single SEIRA sensor chip) is designed to operate
over a wide range of mid-IR bands (5−10 μm in wavelength)
with 20 arrays of coaxial ZMRs with various diameters. Each
array is 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm in size and is hexagonally packed
with ZMRs (∼200,000 per array; ∼4 million per die). A
scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a representative array
(650 nm diameter, 10 nm gap, 80 nm thick gold film) is shown
in Figure 1g.
Electromagnetic resonances in nanoslits of various types have

been studied by many researchers.42 A rectangular slit in a
metal film exhibits a resonance spectrally close to the cutoff
frequency determined by the aperture geometries, such as the
slit length and width. Coaxial apertures43 also possess such
cutoff resonances along with higher-order Fabry-Peŕot (FP)
modes.44−48 At the cutoff resonance, the real component of the
wavevector along the length of the waveguide, kz, is greatly
diminished. Given the general equation for a FP resonance,
2hkz = 2πm, where h is the length of the waveguide and m is the
order of the mode, we find that as kz → 0, the waveguide can

support a zeroth-order FP resonance (m = 0), referred to here
as the “zero-mode.” This zero-mode of a coaxial aperture can
exhibit a very long effective wavelength along the cavity (film
thickness direction), thus field inside the cavity can
constructively interfere independent of the cavity length, h.
This phenomenon is analogous to an epsilon-near-zero (ENZ)
effect,49 from which researchers have demonstrated cavity-
length-independent resonance, supercoupling, and high trans-
mission through narrow slits. Similar physical principles and
framework can also explain the optical properties of coaxial
nanoapertures at the zero-mode resonance, where incident mid-
IR light can be coupled efficiently into ultranarrow annular gaps
and funneled along, leading to strong field enhancement with
the resulting extraordinary optical transmission (EOT).50

Coaxial apertures have been produced using various techni-
ques.46,51−53 Our previous work used atomic layer lithography
to investigate the properties and tuning of zero-mode
resonances in coaxial apertures with the gap size as small as 2
nm,35 providing the basis for the present work on SEIRA
sensing.

Figure 2. (a−c) Schematics of a coaxial nanoaperture array on a Si substrate. Horizontal and vertical distributions of electric field in the coaxial
nanoaperture with a 10 nm gap (G), 710 nm diameter (Din), and 80 nm thickness (H). Simulations were performed using linearly polarized light
launched from a Si substrate. (d) Spectra with different diameters calculated using FEM modeling, (e) Spectra with different diameters measured
experimentally using FTIR. (f−i) SEM images of 10 nm wide coaxial aperture arrays with 440, 520, 610, and 710 nm diameters, respectively. Scale
bars: (f−i) 500 nm.
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The configuration of a coaxial nanogap array is illustrated in
Figure 2b. It should be noted that the zero-mode resonance
observed in our sample is a property of the individual rings, not
a property of the periodic array or due to inter-ring coupling.
Thus, the resonance frequency of the zero-mode is determined
by the geometries of the aperture, such as the inner diameter
(Din) and gap size (G), rather than the array period (P). This
periodicity-independent property of the zero-mode resonance
can substantially simplify the ZMR sensor design, thus enabling
the high packing density shown in Figures 2f−i. While the array
is densely packed with individual ZMR devices, the gaps cover
only about 1.8% of the surface. At the zero-mode resonance,
however, the measured absolute transmittance is as high as 34%
after correcting for the large Fresnel reflections from the high-
index silicon substrate (Supporting Information for details).
Numerical simulations of our devices were performed using

the finite element method (FEM) with COMSOL Multi-
physics. The simulation results for 10 nm wide coaxial nanogap
arrays with four different diameters (Figure 2d) agree well with
the measured FTIR spectra (Figure 2e). While we did not
explore multiband SEIRA sensing54−56 in this work, these
results show that it will be possible to mix coaxial apertures with

different diameters side-by-side for such applications. Unlike
nonzeroth-order FP modes, which show phase variation along
the gap, this zero-mode has uniform and strong electric fields
inside the entire length of the coaxial nanogap (Figure 2c). As
these simulations show, by funneling incident IR radiation
through annular nanogaps at the resonance condition, it is
possible to create extended ring-shaped hot spots along each
aperture and obtain a strong electric field |E| enhancement of
100 fold (Figure 2c).
To use ZMR devices for SEIRA with our fabrication

technique, the next step is to remove Al2O3 in the high-
aspect-ratio nanogap and refill the empty gap with analyte
molecules. Efficient removal of Al2O3 films in vertical nanogaps
can be performed using a H3PO4 solution at 60 °C, which we
found to cause little damage to our nanogap structures. While
we cannot measure the etch depth in the gap directly without
performing extensive transmission electron microscopy meas-
urements, we can monitor the mid-IR transmission spectra
from the same device with increased etching time and compare
to computational results to determine the etch depth (Figure
3b). As the etching time is extended and Al2O3 is removed, the
zero-mode resonance shifts to shorter wavelengths due to the

Figure 3. Optical response of coaxial ZMRs with 10 nm gaps to the refractive index change inside the metallic nanogap. (a) Illustration depicts the
change the coaxial nanogap goes through during Al2O3 etching and silk spin-coating. (b) The cutoff resonance shifts toward shorter wavelengths as
the Al2O3 etching time increases (upper panel). FEM-simulated cutoff resonances with different portions of air inside the gap (lower panel). Average
field intensity enhancement over the whole coaxial nanogap volume is plotted as a function of a percentage of Al2O3 etching (inset). (c) Absorption
intensity of silk covered on coaxial nanoapertures increases as the Al2O3 etching time is extended. Absorption intensity is plotted as a function of the
Al2O3 etching time (inset).
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reduction of the mean refractive index. On the basis of the
quantitative agreement between experiment and simulation, we
assume that the Al2O3 layer inside the metallic nanogap is fully
etched after 4 min in H3PO4. The measured transmittance
through the nanogaps, which is 32% before Al2O3 etching,
increases even further, up to 41% as the etching time increases.
This effect is reproduced accurately in computer simulations
(Figure 3b). Furthermore, we calculated the average electric
field intensity over the entire coaxial nanogap volume for the
different simulated etch cases (inset in Figure 3b). The average
electric field intensity inside the gap increases linearly with the
etching amount, which we partially attribute to reduced mid-IR
absorption in the Al2O3 film.
For SEIRA sensing of proteins using coaxial ZMR devices,

we used a spin-coating method57 to fill the gap with silk fibroin
molecules. As well as being a promising biomaterial for
potential applications in bioelectronics and photonics, silk
fibroin is also a convenient model system for SEIRA due to its
ease of thickness control by a simple spin-coating method.8 A 5
nm thick layer of silk fibroin was spin-coated on ZMR array
samples that had been etched for different durations to
determine the fill factor of the thin annular gaps with protein.
We then fit their FTIR spectra with Lorentzian curves to
estimate the IR absorption by the silk protein and to calculate
the absolute absorption (%) as a function of etching time (inset
in Figure 3c). Unetched ZMR arrays show an absorption dip of
4.6% after spin-coating a 5 nm silk fibroin on the top surface.
The absorption signal jumps from 4.6% to 14.3% after 1 min of
Al2O3 etching and then increases slowly up to 21% with
increased etching time. Since the silk absorption is fairly
saturated after 1 min of etching, we expect silk to backfill the

gap no more than 25%, that is, the amount of Al2O3 removed
from the gap after 1 min of etching (Figure 3b).
IR transmission spectra through ZMR devices were measured

during the Al2O3 etching and after backfilling with silk protein.
As shown in Figure 4a,b, after 4 min of Al2O3 etching, the zero-
mode resonance peak shifts toward shorter wavelengths (higher
wavenumbers) while the transmission is increased. The
resonance peak then returns to longer wavelengths after the
empty gap is partially backfilled with silk fibroin. We measured
the mid-IR dielectric constants of our spin-coated silk fibroin
sample via ellipsometry (Figure S2) and incorporated these
results into FEM simulations with varying degrees of silk
backfilling (Figure S3). The overall trend in simulated spectra
matches experimental observations. We found that silk fibroin
filling approximately 20% of the 10 nm gap matches well with
our experimentally measured values (Figure 4a,c). To identify
which vibrational modes contribute to the absorption dips and
to estimate the SEIRA EF, the absorbance (A = −103 ×
log10(T/Tfit)) calculated from Figure 4a,b is compared in Figure
4d. From both 7 and 10 nm gap ZMR devices, two strong
absorbance peaks were observed at 1650 and 1546 cm−1, which
correspond to the representative vibrational modes of amide I
and amide II, respectively. These extraordinary absorbance
peaks of 378 mOD (58% of transmitted light) measured from
only 5 nm thick silk protein layers are about 15 times stronger
than absorbance of 25 mOD measured from nanorod antenna
arrays.8

Next, we calculate SEIRA enhancement factors defined as EF
= (ASEIRA/VSEIRA)/(A0/V0), where ASEIRA is the enhanced
absorbance measured from a ZMR device, A0 is the absorbance
measured from a bare Au film covered with a 5 nm thick silk
film, VSEIRA is the volume of silk fibroin that contributes to IR

Figure 4. (a,b) The comparison of zero-mode resonances measured from 10 and 7 nm wide coaxial nanoapertures respectively, before Al2O3 etching,
after Al2O3 etching, and after silk spin-coating. (c) The comparison of zero-mode resonances for each step numerically modeled using FEM. (d)
Absorbance calculated from (a,b). Two distinct absorption signals resulting from the amide I and II bands of protein molecules are shown.
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absorption in the ZMRs, and V0 is the volume of silk coated on
a bare Au substrate. On the basis of our FEM modeling shown
in the Supporting Information, we assume that the silk protein
filling only 20% (15%) of 10 nm (7 nm) gap ZMR provides an
upper-bound on our EF, while 100% filling provides a lower-
bound. To calculate the precise SEIRA detection volume, we
separate the effective sensing volume into two regions: “inside
coax” and “outside coax”. The sensing volume for “inside coax”
is simply equal to π (Rout

2 − Rin
2) × (Tsilk inside coax), where

Rin, out is the inner and outer ring radius, Tsilk inside coax is the
thickness of nanogap cavity filled with silk fibroin. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 2c, the fringe field over the nanogap
should also be considered as part of the sensing volume. We
include the volume contribution from this field up to the 1/e
value of the electric field, which is defined as π[(Rout + Rfringe)

2

− (Rin − Rfringe)
2] × (Tsilk outside coax), where Rfringe is the decay

length of the electric field from the nanogap, and Tsilk outside coax
is the thickness of the silk film spin-coated on the top surface
(Supporting Information for details). The areal fraction of a
coaxial aperture per a unit cell is only ∼1.8% for 10 nm gaps
(∼1.3% for 7 nm gaps). However, the maximum sensing
volume fraction in the 20% filling case is calculated as ∼8% in
10 nm gaps (∼5.4% in 7 nm gaps) due to the depth of the gap.
To measure the absorbance (A0) of a thin silk film on a
reference Au substrate for the EF calculation, infrared reflection
absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) was employed. Detailed
IRRAS and SEIRA EF calculations are included in the
Supporting Information. For a 7 nm ZMR array covered with
a 5 nm thick silk protein layer, a SEIRA EF of 9.6 × 104 is
inferred from an Amide I absorbance of 378 mOD with the
assumption that 15% of the gap (along the film thickness
direction) is filled with silk fibroin and contributes to the
SEIRA signal, while an EF of 2.33 × 104 is calculated if we
assume that the entire gap contributes to the SEIRA signal.
This range of EF values (from 2.33 × 104 to 9.6 × 104)
obtained from our coaxial ZMR substrates are consistent with
the maximum electric field enhancement (|E/E0|

2 = 2.8 × 104)
calculated from FEM modeling. Most notably, the unusually
high absorbance values and high contrast from our devices
result from the high EF combined with background-free
transmission measurements, and the precise overlap of protein
molecules with the tightly confined mid-IR light funneled along
the nanogap.
In summary, we have demonstrated high-contrast SEIRA

wherein a 5 nm thick silk protein layer coated onto our coaxial
nanoapertures absorbs as much as 58% of transmitted light at
the zero-mode resonance condition in 7 nm annular gaps.
Compared with gold nanorod antennas with tip-localized hot
spots, extended annular hotspots in our device can more
uniformly enhance IR absorption for analyte molecules in and
around the gap. Our sub-10 nm coaxial zero mode resonators
can be mass-produced on silicon wafers using standard
photolithography and ALD, which is an important step toward
practical applications of SEIRA.
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